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Abstract 

3NF can reduce redundancies and anomalies from a relational database as far as possible 

while still observing lossless join and even dependency preservation properties. Obviously in 

spite of existence of higher order normal forms in theory, normalization into 3NF is widely 

viewed as necessary and sufficient for practical applications. Accordingly efficient determination 

of 3NF is a prerequisite for good database design. In this article the 3NF interpretation is strived 

to be reduced, yielding some more efficient 3NF determination techniques. One of the resulting 

interpretations is theoretically an optimal. Some prospective implications of the proposed 

interpretations are also discussed.  
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1. Introduction 

Relational database theory has provided effective guidelines to the 

developers for using mathematical/logical models efficiently for ensuring good 

database design ([1]-[8]). These rules are particularly useful for investigating 

the keys, redundancies and anomalies with reference to given functional 

dependencies (FDs) and some other constraints. Normalization is an integral 

part of relational database design where the given relation schema (R) is 

analysed with respect to keys and FDs, striving to reduce redundancies and 

anomalies. As per ordinary theory, for a given relation schema (R) defined on 

a set of FDs (F), expressed as ( ),, FR  initially the normalization status is 

tested through some normal form (NF) in a particular order which is termed 

as determination of the normalization level. In case of non conformity with 

the NF, R is then either decomposed or synthesized into the NF. In theory, 

there are several NFs and in the ascending order of strength the NFs are 

1NF, 2NF, 3NF, BCNF, 4NF, 5NF etc. However, in the standard literature 

normalization into 3NF is treated sufficient as it may reduce redundancies 

and anomalies as far as possible while still ensuring some other essential 

feature of database design, including dependency preservation ([1]-[8]). 

Clearly an efficient determination of 3NF may be a prerequisite for good 

database design and this article is focused on exploring more efficient 3NF 

determination schemes using some reduced interpretations of F.  

The rest of the article is organized with four sections as follows. In the 

preliminaries section, the insight into the problem is intended to be provided 

with detailed background. In the proposed methods section 3NF is strived to 

be interpreted in terms of some reduced sets of FDs, immediately resulting in 

faster 3NF determination techniques and the proofs in favour of their 

correctness are also given. In the results and discussion section, the 

comparative merits of the proposed 3NF determination techniques are 

assessed. Finally the article ends in the conclusion section, outlining some 

future directions too.  

2. Preliminaries 

As per the original interpretation ( )FR,  is in 3NF iff for every non 
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trivial YXFD →  either X is a super key of R or Y is a prime (or key) 

attribute of R ([1]-[8]). In several classical texts 3NF is determined directly 

on the basis of the interpretation without referring any FD set explicitly ([1]-

[4]). In some other standard text books the 3NF testing addresses the closure 

of ( )+FF  i.e. ( )FR,  is in 3NF iff for every nontrivial +→ FYXFD  

either X is a super key of R or Y is a prime attribute of R ([5]-[6]). The +F -

centric interpretation is also advocated in article [7] but implicitly, as it 

refers to the set of all FDs implied by F which is again .+F  In some other 

texts 3NF testing involves only the FDs in F i.e. ( )FR,  is in 3NF iff for every 

nontrivial +→ FYXFD  either X is a super key of R or Y is a prime 

attribute of R ([8]-[9]). In addition in a recent work 3NF is supposed to be 

determinable merely on the basis of an optimal canonical cover (G) of F i.e. 

( )FR,  is in 3NF iff for every nontrivial GYXFD →  either X is a super 

key of R or Y is a prime attribute of R [10]. The interpretation of 3NF in 

terms of +F  obviously holds true as ( ) .+
++ = FF  However, one problem 

regarding 3NF determination is that, in the literature it is not known 

whether the F-centric interpretation and G-centric interpretation are also 

correct or not. Even if both interpretations hold true, then the question of 

other interpretations, including possibly an optimal interpretation may arise.  

It is needless to say that finding asymptotically more efficient algorithms 

for 3NF determination is constrained by the intractability of the problem, 

caused by its sub-problems. Speaking more elaborately, most likely there is 

no polynomial-time algorithm for candidate keys’ determination, attributes’ 

primality detection and obviously 3NF identification as all these problems 

belong to the NP-complete class ([11]-[13]). However, motivated by some 

early works ([12], [14]-[15]) which shows capability to determine the 

candidate key(s) quickly for the problems subject to typical characteristics of 

their attribute sets, some 3NF-determination algorithms have been proposed 

([16]-[17]) which may often run in polynomial time.  

Another interesting aspect of the problem is that although 3NF 

determination problem is NP-complete, there exists a 3NF synthesis 

algorithm [18] which guarantees lossless join and dependency preservation 

and acquires polynomial-time if considered in stand-alone mode. So one may 
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directly consider applying 3NF synthesis algorithm without its testing so that 

3NF status of R may be achieved as a whole in polynomial time. However, 

this idea may ultimately appear to be ineffective owing to two problems. 

Firstly a prerequisite input for applying 3NF synthesis algorithm is an 

optimal (or minimal) canonical cover of ( ).GF  G is obtained by eliminating all 

superfluous attributes as well as all superfluous FDs from F in any order. As 

determination of G is known to be NP-complete ([19]-[21]), 3NF synthesis 

algorithm is NP-complete as a whole. Secondly as the stand-alone 3NF 

synthesis algorithm [18] does not involve normalization status checking at 

any point, it may further decompose R even after achieving the desired 3NF 

status [17]. 

3. The Proposed Methods 

In coherent form the axial part of the proposed reduced interpretations of 

3NF, Theorem 1, is as follows.  

Theorem 1. 3NF status of ( )FR,  is equivalently determinable H  

where .++ = FH  

Proof. Two declarative statements (propositions), say statement A and 

statement B, are treated equivalent (or )BA   iff simultaneously both hold 

true or both hold false.  

Introduce Statement 1 and Statement 2 where  

Statement 1. For every nontrivial HYXFD →  either X is a super 

key of R or Y is a prime attribute of R.  

Statement 2. For every nontrivial +→ FYXFD  either X is a super 

key of R or Y is a prime attribute of R.  

If possible, suppose that regarding the 3NF status of a given relation 

schema R statement 1 and statement 2 do not simultaneously hold. It means 

either case 1 or case 2 might arise where. 

Case 1. For R statement 1 does not hold true but statement 2 holds true.  

Case 2. For R statement 1 holds true but statement 2 does not hold true.  
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Without any loss of generality hereafter every FD is supposed to be non 

trivial and canonical, unless stated otherwise. In case 1, non satisfying of 

statement 1 means that  a |HQPFD →  neither P is a super key of R 

nor Q is a prime attribute of R. However, as HFDs   are also necessarily 

 + ,F  a |+→ FQPFD  neither P is a super key of R nor Q is a prime 

attribute of R. It contradicts statement 2. Therefore case 1 does never arise.  

In case 2, non satisfying of statement 2 means that  a 

|+→ FTSFD  neither S is a super key of R nor T is a prime attribute of 

R. Consider the inference of +→ FTS  with reference to H. As ,++ = FH  

either originally HTS →  or there is some ( ) ,HsFD   called source 

FD(s), from which the TSFD →  is inferred by applying one or more 

instances of augmentation rule or transitive rule or their derivatives or 

compositions. Let the derivation path of the TSFD →  is given by. 

TWWWS i →→→→ 21  where iWWW ,,, 21   are formed over the 

attribute(s) of R. It is obvious that  TWWWWS i →→→ ,,1, 21   is a 

subset of +F  and VHTV |→  is a subset of .iW  If possible assume 

that V is a super key of R. It means iW  is a super key of R. Then the FD 

ii WW →−1  implies that 1−iW  is a super key of R. Proceeding in this manner 

1W  also appears to be a super key of R. But it is given that S is not a super 

key of R. Then the 1WSFD →  implies that a non-key of R functionally 

determines a super key of R, which is a contradiction. Therefore V is not a 

super key of R and case 1 does never arise. Hence the result follows.  

Corollary 1. The 3NF status of R is equivalently determinable in terms of 

FF ,+  and G.  

Corollary 2. The 3NF status of R is optimally determinable in terms of G.  

Corollary 1 immediately follows Theorem 1. In order to prove corollary 2, 

if possible, suppose that  a subset L of G|3NF status of R is also 

determinable in terms of L. It means, although ++  GL  (given) and 

++ = FG  (known), ++ = FL  which is a contradiction. Hence corollary 2 

immediately holds true.  
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Let K be the set of FDs obtained from F by removing the superfluous 

FD(s) only and K  be the set of FDs obtained from F by removing the 

superfluous attribute(s) only.  

Corollary 3. The 3NF status of R is equivalently determinable in terms of 

K.  

Corollary 4. The 3NF status of R is equivalently determinable in terms of 

.K    

Corollary 3 and corollary 4 immediately follow Theorem 1. Let SK and P 

denote the set of all super keys and prime attributes of R respectively. Then 

corollary 2 and corollary 3 may air new 3NF testing proposals, say, Method 1 

and Method 2, respectively as follows.  

Method 1. For all non trivial GYXFDs →  test if SKX   or 

.PY   

Method 2. For all non trivial KYXFDs →  test if SKX   or 

.PY   

It is needless to recall that the Method 1 and Method 2 represent an 

optimal and minimum 3NF testing approaches respectively. It may also be 

noted that although computing G most probably needs exponential time, 

there exists a polynomial-time solution for K ([19]-[20]).  

4. Results and Discussion 

For the known 3NF determination methods the various stake holders are 

computing SK, P and checking the determinant and attribute of every FD. 

For a given relation, RX, the set of FDs, XF  and the associated attribute set, 

;XA  without any loss of generality, the time complexities for computing SK, 

P and checking the determinants and attributes of all FDs may be expressed 

as ( ( )) ( ( ))XXXX
FAFA ,g O,,f O  and ( ( ))XX

FA ,h O  

respectively where S  denotes the number of elements in the                      

set S. Let ( ( )) ( ( )) ( ( ))XXXXXX
FAFAFA ,g O,f O, O +=  

( ( )).,h O XX
FA+  As f ( ), g ( ) and h ( ) are all increasing order functions, 

( ) is also an increasing order function in terms of XA  and .XF  For a 

given R, let the attribute set corresponding to the FDs KFF ,,+  and G are 
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KFF
AAA ,,+  and GA  respectively. As here FKG AAA   

+
F

A  and + FFKG  hold true, ( ( ))GA
G

, O   

( ( )) ( ( )) ( ( ))+
+ FAFAKA

FFK
, O, O, O  must also 

hold true. It means that the proposed 3NF determination methods can 

outperform the textbook prescribed traditional methods as well as the 

recently introduced graphical methods for 3NF determination relying on +F  

or F ([16]-[17]). Another interesting point is that if the proposed G-centric or 

K-centric methods are employed for 3NF determination instead of the 

traditional or even the recent graphical methods ([16]-[17]), the follow-up 

queries can also run faster significantly along with less memory consumption, 

particularly where G  and F  are considerably smaller than +F  and 

.F  

Consider ( )FR,  where  .,,, DACCABCBCAF →→→→=  Here 

   DCBAA ,,,=
+

  and so A is a candidate key of R. However, 

           ,,,,,,,,,, DCCDDBBDCBBCDDCCCBB ===== ++++++  

 .,, DCBBCD =+  So any other key does not exist. It means A is the only 

key and B, C and D are the non prime attributes. Then the FCBFD →  

indicates that ( )FR,  is not in 3NF. Again as    DCBAA ,,,=
+

 the 

attribute B and C are superfluous in the CABFD →  and DAC →  

respectively. Removal of the attribute B and C from the respective FDs 

causes F to reduce to  .,,, DACBCABA →→→→  As the rest of the 

FDs do not have composite determinant, they obviously do not contain any 

superfluous attribute. So  .,,, DACBCABAK →→→→  The 

CAFD →   is superfluous in K  as    .| CACAK →=→−  None of the 

other FDs is superfluous. Therefore  .,, DACBBAG →→→=  ( )FR,  

is also not in 3NF owing to the .CBFD →  This example shows that the 

3NF status of ( )FR,  can be checked merely from the 3NF status of ( )., FR  

In addition in this example, for determining the 3NF status of ( ),, FR  only 

three FDs of G are sufficient to consider instead of five FDs of F.  
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5. Conclusion 

In this paper, for any given R and associated F, 3NF has been strived to 

be determined merely using some parts of +F  (or F). It has been shown that 

the F-centric, K-centric, K -centric and G-centric interpretations of 3NF 

equivalently hold true. The significance of K -centric interpretation of 3NF 

has been observed elsewhere [22]. However, the K-centric and G-centric 

interpretations and in particular, the optimality of G-centric interpretation 

had never explicitly appeared in the literature to the best of the authors’ 

knowledge and belief. The comparative merits of the proposed 3NF 

determination methods over their potential contenders have been 

demonstrated too. 

The optimal and minimum interpretations of 3NF proposed in this paper 

may be immediately extended for BCNF. In future along with better 

resolutions on generating candidate keys and checking primality of 

attributes, the proposed methods may continue to lead in determining 3NF 

with greater efficiency. A following-up of this study suggests reassessing the 

information theoretic implications of 3NF ([23]-[24]) in view of its reduced 

interpretations proposed and it is left as an open problem.  
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